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most moose are shot with deer rifles and that s fine but if you re hunting them in grizzly or brown bear country your rifle must be able to deal with an
ursine claimant to the dead body for factory moose ammo i find winchester s 190 grain ablr load to be tough to beat the ablr expands reliably shoots
well and is more rigidly constructed than the eldx it s often not a good idea to shoot moose at long distances because of the hellholes they might die in
as an alaskan cork graham has seen a number of moose taken with a variety of cartridges here are some of his personal favorites the best balance 28
to 338 caliber rifles are the best for moose hunting because they offer the best balance of power reach and recoil however it is important to choose the
correct cartridge in these calibers which is what i ll be elaborating on below most african and alaskan guides say the 375 would be their choice if they
could have only one rifle when paired with moose the 375 is incredibly effective and when in bear country gives hunters confidence should they run
into a dangerous game 375 ruger fisherman sam vassar recently posted a wild video to instagram of a brown bear chasing down and killing a cow
moose along a rushing river in alaska the video was captured in the bristol bay area of the state the 30 06 is a good flat shooting long range moose
hunting rifle it is an accurate caliber with lots of energy loaded correctly has a point blank range of approximately 330 meters point blank range when
sighted correctly will hit a 10 inch diameter circle anywhere from the muzzle out to 330 meters today we list out 5 of the best moose hunting cartridges
on the market to make your time your shot and your money count when it comes down to it no the 45 70 government is underkill for moose hunting
under average conditions from a mid range distance with a medium grain expanding bullet and with correct shot placement let s look at those
assumptions a bit closer in the following table a shocking video shows a grizzly bear attempting to chase down a moose at a rural montana campsite
and the biologist who captured the moment on social media has gone viral bear biologist and ablr is a softer bullet designed to open at lower velocities
longer range and would not be my choice for a close range encounter with a bear due to questionable penetration at high impact velocities what makes
a good bear defense firearm 1 reliability a life saving firearm should be reliable above all else in past decades that s why backcountry hunters have
opted for revolvers lever action rifles and pump action shotguns moose vs bear how they stack up key differences appearance moose have giant
antlers and bears do not diet moose are herbivores while bears are omnivores size moose tend to be much bigger than most bears strength bears have
much stronger jaws than moose adult moose use their antlers or hooves to defend themselves from predators like bears and wolves the much smaller
calves are easier for predators to take down and many of them fall victim to predation before reaching their first birthday tasers for moose and bears
alaska explores law enforcement tool for wildlife by elizabeth manning a protective mother moose guards her calves the calves were trapped in the
basement of this unfinished house and events unfolded that inspired the use of the taser as a potential tool to manage wildlife in some situations 466 6
17 2024 10 06 am pt x grizkidd a grizzly bear in montana had a hankering for moose tracks it seems and we re not talking ice cream either it s the real
mccoy playing out in patten maine located on the north side of mt katahdin is a beautiful and bountiful habitat for moose bear deer and small game
the patten hunting lodge is owned by bill finney a registered maine guide since 1976 who has hunted this region for many more hunting strategies
include predator calling in moose calving areas targeting fishing holes where bears are fishing for salmon glassing berries on the hill sides and bait
stations this area has a two brown bear limit and we can offer a two brown bear option as well what do you do when a moose comes your way here are
our thoughts as well as some helpful tips to stay safe during a moose encounter posted at 4 54 pm jun 19 2024 cooke city as a bear biologist not much
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surprises missoula native wes larson but after witnessing a grizzly bear chasing a moose in cooke city last week it
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the 6 best rifle cartridges for moose hunting field stream
May 20 2024

most moose are shot with deer rifles and that s fine but if you re hunting them in grizzly or brown bear country your rifle must be able to deal with an
ursine claimant to the dead body

top 10 moose cartridges and bullets outdoor life
Apr 19 2024

for factory moose ammo i find winchester s 190 grain ablr load to be tough to beat the ablr expands reliably shoots well and is more rigidly constructed
than the eldx it s often not a good idea to shoot moose at long distances because of the hellholes they might die in

top 13 moose cartridges an official journal of the nra
Mar 18 2024

as an alaskan cork graham has seen a number of moose taken with a variety of cartridges here are some of his personal favorites

9 best calibers cartridges for moose hunting 2024
Feb 17 2024

the best balance 28 to 338 caliber rifles are the best for moose hunting because they offer the best balance of power reach and recoil however it is
important to choose the correct cartridge in these calibers which is what i ll be elaborating on below

10 best moose hunting cartridges of all time mossberg
Jan 16 2024

most african and alaskan guides say the 375 would be their choice if they could have only one rifle when paired with moose the 375 is incredibly
effective and when in bear country gives hunters confidence should they run into a dangerous game 375 ruger
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video brown bear catches and kills moose outdoor life
Dec 15 2023

fisherman sam vassar recently posted a wild video to instagram of a brown bear chasing down and killing a cow moose along a rushing river in alaska
the video was captured in the bristol bay area of the state

moose hunting rifle our recommendation for the best moose
Nov 14 2023

the 30 06 is a good flat shooting long range moose hunting rifle it is an accurate caliber with lots of energy loaded correctly has a point blank range of
approximately 330 meters point blank range when sighted correctly will hit a 10 inch diameter circle anywhere from the muzzle out to 330 meters

bullwinkle beware the 5 best moose hunting rounds outdoorhub
Oct 13 2023

today we list out 5 of the best moose hunting cartridges on the market to make your time your shot and your money count when it comes down to it

45 70 government for moose hunting best ammo round load
Sep 12 2023

no the 45 70 government is underkill for moose hunting under average conditions from a mid range distance with a medium grain expanding bullet and
with correct shot placement let s look at those assumptions a bit closer in the following table

moose narrowly avoids grizzly bear attack in viral video
Aug 11 2023

a shocking video shows a grizzly bear attempting to chase down a moose at a rural montana campsite and the biologist who captured the moment on
social media has gone viral bear biologist and
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bullet choice for moose brown bear in 300 mag rokslide forum
Jul 10 2023

ablr is a softer bullet designed to open at lower velocities longer range and would not be my choice for a close range encounter with a bear due to
questionable penetration at high impact velocities

the best bear defense guns and cartridges meateater gear
Jun 09 2023

what makes a good bear defense firearm 1 reliability a life saving firearm should be reliable above all else in past decades that s why backcountry
hunters have opted for revolvers lever action rifles and pump action shotguns

moose vs bear how they re different wildlife informer
May 08 2023

moose vs bear how they stack up key differences appearance moose have giant antlers and bears do not diet moose are herbivores while bears are
omnivores size moose tend to be much bigger than most bears strength bears have much stronger jaws than moose

moose national wildlife federation
Apr 07 2023

adult moose use their antlers or hooves to defend themselves from predators like bears and wolves the much smaller calves are easier for predators to
take down and many of them fall victim to predation before reaching their first birthday

tasers for moose and bears alaska department of fish and game
Mar 06 2023

tasers for moose and bears alaska explores law enforcement tool for wildlife by elizabeth manning a protective mother moose guards her calves the
calves were trapped in the basement of this unfinished house and events unfolded that inspired the use of the taser as a potential tool to manage
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wildlife in some situations

grizzly bear chases down moose in montana wilderness tmz
Feb 05 2023

466 6 17 2024 10 06 am pt x grizkidd a grizzly bear in montana had a hankering for moose tracks it seems and we re not talking ice cream either it s
the real mccoy playing out in

home pattenhuntinglodge com
Jan 04 2023

patten maine located on the north side of mt katahdin is a beautiful and bountiful habitat for moose bear deer and small game the patten hunting
lodge is owned by bill finney a registered maine guide since 1976 who has hunted this region for many more

alaska moose bear hunt combo specials
Dec 03 2022

hunting strategies include predator calling in moose calving areas targeting fishing holes where bears are fishing for salmon glassing berries on the hill
sides and bait stations this area has a two brown bear limit and we can offer a two brown bear option as well

why you need to be just as wary of moose as bear attacks and
Nov 02 2022

what do you do when a moose comes your way here are our thoughts as well as some helpful tips to stay safe during a moose encounter

montana bear biologist captures video of grizzly chasing
Oct 01 2022

posted at 4 54 pm jun 19 2024 cooke city as a bear biologist not much surprises missoula native wes larson but after witnessing a grizzly bear chasing
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a moose in cooke city last week it
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